
Unit 2 – Rocks & Minerals

Minerals are:

-naturally occurring

-have a definite chemical composition

-crystalline

-inorganic



How many minerals are there?

approximately 4000, but:

-only a few hundred have economic value

-only 12 are common

-these 12 combine to form most rocks on 
earth

http://webmineral.com/specimens.shtml



How do we identify a mineral?

mineral properties:

1)  luster

(metallic or nonmetallic)



Calcite



graphite



How do we identify a mineral?

mineral properties:

1)  luster

2) hardness

* most useful ID property

-hardness is identified by Moh’s Scale



Diamond-------------- 10



How do we identify a mineral?

mineral properties:

3)  cleavage & fracture



Calcite



Sulfur



How do we identify a mineral?

mineral properties:

3)  cleavage & fracture

4)  color



Quartz



Garnet



How do we identify a mineral?

mineral properties:

3)  cleavage & fracture

4)  color

5)  streak



How do we identify a mineral?

mineral properties:

6)  specific gravity (density)

7)  crystal structure

8)  smell

9)  taste

10) magnetic



How do we identify a mineral?

mineral properties:

12) Bubble with acid

13) Fluorescence 





Mineral Pictures

http://webmineral.com/specimens.shtml



Reference Table Minerals



graphite



galena



magnetite



Pyrite



Hematite



Talc



Sulfur



Gypsum



Muscovite
Mica



halite



Biotite Mica



Calcite



Dolomite



fluorite



pyroxene



amphiboles



Potassium Feldspar



Plagioclase Feldspar



Olivine



Quartz



Garnet



Garnet





Acrobat Document

Mineral Chart

Earth Science Reference Tables



Tetragonal
(2 axis equal, 
1 different)

triclinic
monoclinic

Orthorhombic
(3 axis unequal)

cubic

Hexagonal





Mineral Chemical Makeup

H20 = ?

water

2 parts hydrogen to one part oxygen



Mineral Chemical Makeup

Graphite = C

Diamond = ?





Mineral Chemical Makeup

Graphite = C

Diamond = C

How is this possible?

*The internal arrangement of atoms!*



Diamond 
molecules are 
tightly packed

Graphite Molecules
are layered weakly 
in sheets







Mineral Groups

1) silicates

oxygen and silicon combine to make up 
½ of all minerals 

Formula for silicate:  SiO4



Mineral Groups

The silicatetrahedra:  SiO4

= oxygen

= silicon



Mineral Groups

The silicatetrahedra:  SiO4 is also drawn like this

= oxygen

= silicon



Mineral Groups

1) silicates

oxygen and silicon combine to make up 
½ of all minerals 

2) Oxide group:  compounds made up of 
oxygen and one other element

3) Carbonate group:  made of one or more 
metals combined with a carbon and 
three oxygen atoms.





Deadliest Jobs in America:



Deadliest Jobs in America:

1) Fisherman (142 per 100,000)



Deadliest Jobs in America:

2) Pilot (88)



Deadliest Jobs in America:

3) Logging Worker (82)



Deadliest Jobs in America:

4) Structural Steel Worker (61)



Deadliest Jobs in America:

5) Coal miners (50)



Mineral Mining

1) Surface mining 

-removing soil and extracting mineral 
deposit close to the surface    

examples: coal & sand

-changes topography of land

-toxic runoff from mining equipment

-most cost effective mining method



Coal mine in Wyoming







Mineral Mining

2) Subsurface mining 

-removing a mineral from a deep 
deposit through the use of tunnels    

examples: coal, gold, diamonds

-dangerous to workers

-better for the environment

-subsidence possible



Iron ore tunnel



Coal miners resting in a mine shaft

Makarwal, Pakistan 





http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fntXH9jJ

3Gk&eurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww%2Emine

sub%2Ensw%2Egov%2Eau%2Ftemplates

%2Fmaurie%5Fmole%5Fminesub%2Easp

x%3FpageID%3D4266&feature=player_em

bedded

Maurie Mole!





http://www.hulu.com/watch/22466/30-days-working-in-a-coal-mine

30 Days as a Coal Miner




